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1.     Introduction 

A famous metonymic adage by English author Edward Bulwer-Lytton inspired me to 

decide that I wanted to pursue journalism as my profession. He had said that, "The pen is 

mightier than the sword,” which refers to the idea that an independent press holds the power to 

overturn any tyrant. Being a person who is vocal against any form of injustice, I felt that 

“penning down and publishing my voice” is the best, legal and accepted form of fighting back 

and contributing to the society.  As a requirement to complete my Bachelor of Arts in English 

from the Department of English and Humanities at BRAC University, I decided to pursue Media 

and Cultural Studies as my area of concentration. I knew it would help me become the voice of 

the unheard, and also influence public opinion. 

In this age of globalization, the media plays a significant role. Starting from influencing 

citizens to electing an unworthy leader for their country to making us validate the ongoing wars 

in different parts of the globe- the media is a form of power play used to run the world. Our 

societies are constructed upon ‘news’ provided from different media sources. It should be 

mentioned that the social media provides us with a big chunk of news every day. However, still 

to this date, households that do not subscribe to newspapers are still considered strange and 

uncultured. So, we can see that, the print media is still considered to be the number one source 

for us to stay up-to-date and well-informed. 

I decided to pursue my internship at The Daily Star because of its reputation of being a 

leading daily where there is no place for yellow-journalism or biased news. The Daily Star also 

ensures that all of its employees are treated equal, and there is no room for gender 

discrimination. The organization’s excellent work ethics and healthy environment played big 

roles while I decided to pursue my internship with it. 
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I interned at the Star Weekend Magazine starting from January 6th to April 6th, 2017. 

During this time, I also had the opportunity to witness how a new section called Changemakers 

was launched. During these 12 weeks, I did not only get the opportunity to practice what I have 

been taught in my university years, but also had a first-hand experience in adjusting myself to 

workspace environment. In addition to all the text-book lessons that I learnt as a result of taking 

the media courses, my experience from the Residential Semester also helped me present myself 

as a professional, competent and hardworking intern. During my Residential Semester, I was 

taught how to be self-sufficient. I took the responsibility of doing well in my studies on my own, 

as my parents were not there to push me to study hard. Also, it made me self-disciplined as I 

made my own bed and washed my own clothes. I was professional in the office as because I 

learnt how to function independently during the Residential Semester. I also learnt how to deal 

with authority and peers. These lessons helped me become competent and hardworking during 

my internship period. As a result, on completion of my internship, I was offered to work for The 

Daily Star.          
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2.     A Brief History of The Daily Star 

 

The Daily Star was founded by Syed Mohammad Ali on January 14th, 1991. Its neutral 

stand on all issues helped paved the way to establish itself as the leading English daily in 

Bangladesh. The Daily Star is the most widely circulated English newspaper in Bangladesh. 

“Your Right to Know” is the current slogan chanted by The Daily Star. The Editor, 

Mahfuz Anam, is a freedom fighter, and also a former United Nations official. He is widely 

popular for being an honest journalist who would not bow down to any authority. His legacy of 

being charged on numerous cases as the editor of The Daily Star (filed especially after 

publishing news against the government) is looked upon as a mark of integrity. This independent 

entity works round-the-clock to cross checks facts and references to ensure publishing valid 

news.  

The Daily Star is a well-recognized brand upon whom the citizens have faith. The Daily 

Star does not only publish broadsheet newspaper, it is also engaged in different social welfare 

projects. For example, The Daily Star Award is given to those students who do well in their 

O’level and A’level examinations. The Unsung Women National Builders Award is given to 

women from all walks of life who contribute to the betterment of the society. The Daily Star also 

holds debates and different competitions at school and college-levels. They arrange workshops 
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and roundtable discussions where different contemporary and significant issues like food safety 

and the impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution on Bangladesh are highlighted. 

The online version of The Daily Star is also available and news is continuously updated 

24/7. 
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3.    My Experience as an Intern 

I had to appear for an interview before being accepted as an intern for the Star Weekend 

Magazine by its editor, Ms. Elita Karim. She acted as my supervisor throughout my internship 

period of 12 weeks. Also, I had the responsibility to complete a course for my undergraduate 

degree. Initially, it was challenging for me to continue my internship as well as studies at the 

same time. However, the recognition I received from my family, faculties, and peers acted as a 

pivot to uphold my work and optimism with sincerity. 

The Star Weekend Magazine team consisted of Ms. Elita Karim as its editor, a sub-editor, 

five reporters, one photographer and a page-layout designer. Throughout my internship period, I 

had the opportunity to publish at least 14 articles on the Star Weekend Magazine. The nature of 

my work varied from interviewing people, writing event reviews, collecting and presenting facts 

about different heritage sites, writing awareness articles on different daily life issues and etc. I 

would also hunting for and writing about various social workers who have contributed for the 

welfare of the society. Besides, I also had to edit others’ articles and be actively involved in 

preparing the page layout every Tuesday. 

As the native language in Bangladesh is Bangla, I also had to translate. Mostly during 

interviews, I would usually implement my skills on translating from Bangla to English. In ENG 

465: Translation Studies course, I was taught the sense-for-sense (or free) translation technique. 

Jeremy Munday in his book Introducing Translation Studies: Theories and Applications 

mentioned that “the sense-for-sense approach, on the other hand, allowed the sense or content of 

the source text to be translated” (20). During my internship period, I realized that this statement 

was very true. Whenever I translated a line from a Bangla source text to the English target 
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language, I took into consideration what sense the interviewee was trying to make. I also put 

emphasis on the context he or she was referring to. For my article titled, “Muktodhara 

Prokashoni: The Pioneer Behind Ekushey Book Fair,” the interviewee, Mr. Jahar Lal Saha, had 

said in Bangla, “Bangla Academy’r kono bhalo library nai, kono research centre o kore nai, food 

stall ba cafeteria o nai.” I had translated it into, “Jahar Lal Saha expressed the need of building 

an adequate library and a research center accompanied by food stalls or a cafeteria near the 

Bangla Academy premise.” Here, if I applied the word-for-word translation, then the translation 

would have been absurd and full of derogatory comments about Bangla Academy. Instead, I used 

sense-for-sense translation to highlight the lacking of Bangla Academy without hurting anyone’s 

feelings. At the same time, I conveyed Jahar Lal Saha’s constructive criticism about Bangla 

Academy by means of sense-for-sense translation.  

Additionally, I was made aware by my editor that The Daily Star follows British English 

spelling. I have always been instructed to use American English by all the education institutions I 

attended. Thus, in the initial weeks, this resulted in me making several spelling errors. They were 

corrected by my team mates. It took me a bit of time to adjust to the change. 

At the Star Weekend Magazine, I did not only practice the knowledge that I had gained 

during my university years by means of writing. In addition, I had to attend events, travel to 

places and interview people – experiences I never encountered before my internship. While 

taking university courses, I was usually handed back ‘sandwich-feedback’1 by my faculties, i.e. 

they were kind with criticism. However, at the workplace, I had to adjust to the new way of 

handling feedback. Many a times, my editor was harsh while pointing out my mistakes. Enduring 
                                                           
1The term ‘sandwich-feedback’ is derived from linguistics. It is a method that is used by the teachers to effectively 
correct the mistake/s of a pupil. First, by acknowledging the good side, a pupil is praised. Secondly, the mistake 
made by the pupil is mentioned and also, measures are given in order to correct it. Finally, the feedback is ended by 
again mentioning another achievement of the pupil.      
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criticism this way was something new for me. I also had to convince my Editor during every 

meeting about why I wanted to pursue a story for the coming supplement. This taught me to 

brainstorm ideas, do extensive background research on the topics, and also to be able to suggest a 

second topic if my editor discarded the first. 

Integrity in the articles was something that I ensured throughout my internship period. 

Alike the academic world, there is also no room for plagiarism in the newspaper industry. The 

Daily Star, being the number one popular English daily in Bangladesh, maintains strict ethical 

grounds in its work. 
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4.     Writing Event Reviews 

My very first assignment after joining as an intern was to write an event review. I must 

mention that without the support of my family, commuting to and fro from office to places of the 

events would not have been feasible. 

There are four event stories that I have had to cover during my internship period. One 

was a photography exhibition at the EMK Centre in Dhanmondi 27, the other was a summer 

meet-up arranged by MIB Spirit Bangladesh at their head office in Dhanmondi. Lastly, the other 

two were the launching ceremonies of two different books arranged by the English and 

Humanities Department of BRAC University at their premise.  

Before every event, I did a little background research prior to attending them. While at 

the event, at first, I paid attention to the introductory speeches given by the event organizers. 

Without focusing or depending too much on what the organizers said, I also used my observation 

skills as a journalist and collected different perspectives from the audiences and attendees of the 

events. Usually, to write the event reviews, I collected as many quotes as I could and carried a 

note-pad jotting down all my observations. While writing the actual script, I would first write 

down all the points and then elaborate them according to necessity. Later, my editor edited my 

work. I was also applauded by my editor after writing the first event review. 

In addition, the following steps that were taught in the ENG 440: English for Print Media 

course helped me write all the event reviews: 

1.  Talking to organizers and event managers: Before and after each event, I spoke to 

people responsible for the event to gather information.   
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2.  Jotting down minute yet important details: I wrote down the number of people who 

attended the event, the location, the time, the theme etc. 

3.  Taking adequate photos of the highlights of the events: Usually, I was accompanied 

by a photographer from The Daily Star to events I attended and covered. He was responsible for 

taking an adequate amount of photos. I reminded him to take photos of the main parts of the 

event, and also the people I quoted.  

Following are the four event reviews that I published in the Star Weekend Magazine 

along with their links: 
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/exhibition/poking-conscience-through-photography-
1344316 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/exhibition/poking-conscience-through-photography-1344316
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/exhibition/poking-conscience-through-photography-1344316
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/mib-spirit-1347691 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/mib-spirit-1347691
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/when-facts-meet-curiosity-1354975 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/event/how-talash-has-brought-bangladesh-and-south-
korea-step-closer-1365985 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/when-facts-meet-curiosity-1354975
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/event/how-talash-has-brought-bangladesh-and-south-korea-step-closer-1365985
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/event/how-talash-has-brought-bangladesh-and-south-korea-step-closer-1365985
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5.     Interviewing 

During my internship period at the Star Weekend Magazine, I was asked to interview 

different people in order to write and reflect on their achievements. 

To conduct these assignments, I followed the lessons that I had learnt from the courses 

ENG 440: English for Print Media and ENG 404: Copywriting. 

Before interviewing, I always carried out background research on the person I was asked 

to interview. I would mostly take the help of websites such as Google, LinkedIn and Facebook to 

have a better understanding of their work and achievements. This also made me feel well 

prepared for the task and I would prepare a set of questions accordingly.      

Before starting the interview session, the very first thing that I would do was to 

acknowledge myself as a reporter to the interviewee. Then, I would ask for their permission to 

record the conversation. Alongside, I would also question whether I was allowed to reveal their 

names in the article. I learnt about these formalities from the ENG 440: English for Print Media 

course.  

Next, I would make sure my interviewee was comfortable enough. I would try to initiate 

the conversation with easy, open-ended questions that dealt with how they were doing in life and 

such. Gradually, I would navigate the conversation towards my goal, i.e. I would start gathering 

the required information to write the article. This is also something that I learnt in the ENG 440: 

English for Print Media course. What I noticed is that, the more comfortable my interviewee felt, 

the easier it was for them to open-up and continue the interview. I usually tried not to interrupt 

while they spoke as it hampers the flow of conversation. 
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However, I always tried to verify the information gathered during the interview with an 

expert or someone from the same field of work, afterwards. Being a reporter, I utilized my 

networking capacity, observation and analytical skills to deduce and verify my work.    

Here are two of my interviews published in the Star Weekend Magazine along with their 

links: 
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/heritage/the-pioneer-behind-ekushey-book-fair-
1347688 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/heritage/the-pioneer-behind-ekushey-book-fair-1347688
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/heritage/the-pioneer-behind-ekushey-book-fair-1347688
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/initiative/life-changing-journey-1358515 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/initiative/life-changing-journey-1358515
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6.     Features 

The Star Weekend Magazine is popular for publishing feature stories mainly. I was 

fortunate to have a feature article published there while I was interning.   

My editor had assigned me to write a feature on a heritage site. I chose to write on my 

great-great maternal grandfather’s residence at Keraniganj, Dhaka. To write the feature article, I 

visited the site of the house. Then, I tried to gather information on the heritage site by talking to 

the local residents. Next, I tried to gather information from family documents and photographs. 

I used a personal anecdote to begin the article. This helped me to grab the attention of the 

readers. I made sure that the narration had a conversational style to it because I wanted to guide 

the readers with my own experience regarding the ancient house. 

I tried to include facts into my story to make it sound credible to the audience. Also, there 

were surprise elements about my great-great grandfather added in the article to help create an 

impact on the readers. One of the surprise elements was that he was a self-made Zamindar, 

unlike many of his time.   

My story was found to be credible, interesting and informative. It was shared 400 times 

from The Daily Star’s website. Surprisingly, the article also helped me reconnect with a distant 

family member I was not aware of. 

Here is the feature that was published in the Star Weekend Magazine along with the link: 
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/recalling-roots-1351330 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/recalling-roots-1351330
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7.     Five Things 

During my internship at the Star Weekend Magazine, I got the chance to write 

experimental articles along with writing event reviews, interviews and features. Under the Five 

Things panel, I had to research and write on trending subject matters. The main aim of these 

articles was to make readers aware of five key-points about commonly discussed topics. While 

choosing the topics, I made sure they had elements of newsworthiness like prominence, 

proximity, and timeliness.   

i. Prominence: The topic needed to be prominent among the readers or else many 

would not pay attention to the news story. 

 For example, in my article “Five Factors to Consider Before you say I Do,” I mentioned five 

important questions that need to be discussed while fixing a marriage. The ‘marriage’ topic is 

always prominent among readers. This article was shared 599 times from The Daily Star’s 

website.   

ii. Proximity: The readers were required to be able to relate to the selected topic so 

that they found the article interesting and useful. 

For example, in my article titled “Five Side Effects of Staying Up Late,” I mentioned five 

adverse effects of staying awake during the nighttime. In recent times, we see a trend among 

people in Dhaka not sleeping during the nights. The topic of this article ensures prominence. It 

was shared 2.0 K times from The Daily Star’s website.  

iii. Timeliness: To ensure timeliness, I chose a topic that was discussed frequently at 

the time of it being published. 
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For example, in my article “5 Ways to Make Your Child Love Bangla More,” I 

mentioned five ways to generate curiosity among the Bangladeshi children about Bangla 

language. It was published in the month of February. 21st February is International Mother 

Language Day. Thus, this article was timed perfectly, and gave the guardians nice ideas of 

drawing their child’s interest towards learning Bangla, our mother tongue.     

Under the Five Things panel of the Star Weekend Magazine, I published five articles in 

total. They are as follows along with the links: 
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/five-side-effects-staying-late-1354954 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/five-side-effects-staying-late-1354954
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/five-factors-consider-you-say-i-do-
1351315 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/five-factors-consider-you-say-i-do-1351315
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/five-factors-consider-you-say-i-do-1351315
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/5-things-do-better-you-1344307 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/5-things-do-better-you-1344307
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/5-ways-make-your-child-love-bangla-
more-1365952 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/5-ways-make-your-child-love-bangla-more-1365952
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-things/5-ways-make-your-child-love-bangla-more-1365952
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http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-ways-curb-your-social-media-dependence-
1362199 

 

 

http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-ways-curb-your-social-media-dependence-1362199
http://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/five-ways-curb-your-social-media-dependence-1362199
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8.    Editing and Page Setup 

While interning at the Star Weekend Magazine, from time to time I had to proofread. The 

lessons from the ENG 401: Editing course helped me carry out these tasks. 

As a copyeditor, I had to ensure that the articles maintained in-house style standards like 

following British spelling and the Times New Roman font style. I corrected spelling and 

grammatical error/s, ensured proper use of punctuation, verified facts, ensured correct headings 

and avoided redundancy.  

As a proofreader, I had to compare one version of the manuscript against another and 

eliminate error/s from the newest version. 

a. Editing Newspaper Headline: 

While editing newspaper headlines, I kept in mind that they have to be: 

-factually correct 

-connectable to the ordinary readers 

-drawing attraction by the use of active words 

-using words that match the tone of the article 

 

I also applied the following techniques while editing headlines that I had learnt from 

ENG 401: Editing course: 

1. I kept the headline within eight to ten words and even less whenever possible. 
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2. I used action words in the headline. 

3. I wrote the headline in active voice. 

4. I kept the headline related to the report so that readers could get an idea of the 

news story by reading the headline. 

 

b. Common Spelling Errors: 

Here are a few common spelling errors that I noticed during my internship: 

Correct  Incorrect 

Judgment  Judgement 

Control  Controll 

Labour   Labor 

I also ensured that the articles did not carry vague content. 
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9.     Changemakers 

During my internship at The Daily Star, besides interning for the Star Weekend 

Magazine, I also had the opportunity to intern for a brand new platform called Changemakers. 

Changemakers is a new project of The Daily Star. It was launched in April, 2017. The 

objective of the project is to locate, identify and recognize those individuals, organizations, 

activities, and projects in and outside Bangladesh that are trying to bring about a positive 

difference in our society.  

Using the platforms of The Daily Star newspaper, its weekly publications, The Daily 

Star's video department (Star Live) and its digital stage, the Changemakers team collaborates and 

partners with various other running projects and corporate missions to reach out to the people of 

Bangladesh. Changemakers is a platform that celebrates stories that inspire others to act and do 

more. 

While interning at the Changemakers, I was assigned to create dummy supplements for 

the platform. 

Creating Dummy Supplements: 

To prepare three dummy supplements for the Changemakers, the editor, Ms. Elita Karim, 

asked me to hand-pick the best twenty stories from the Star Weekend Magazine’s 2016 issues. 

Before doing so, I had to understand some points about its brand position. The following steps to 

come up with brand positioning were taught in the ENG 404: Copywriting course. I elaborated 

six out of eight points taught in the course. While the six points remain the same, the elaboration 

has been customized to fit the agenda of the Changemakers. They are as follows: 
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a. Pin-point the brand’s meaning: The Changemakers platform wants to highlight 

success stories that make the community a better place to live.  

b. Identify the audience’s demographics: The target audience for this platform is 

mainly the youth of Bangladesh.     

c. How does the competition address this: No other newspaper in Bangladesh took 

such an initiative. Thus, there is no competition.    

d. Target the benefit: Changemakers targets to inspire a positive change in the 

society.  

e. How can the benefit be supported: The success stories and projects covered by 

the Changemakers platform can help people who are already making the change happen.      

f. Searching for the brand personality: The Daily Star being the leading English 

daily in Bangladesh already has a high brand value. Thus, people would easily hold the 

Changemakers platform to be credible and authentic.  

After analyzing these points, I carefully chose twenty stories that speak about ‘The 

Change-Makers’ of Bangladesh, i.e. stories involving people or projects that are making an effort 

to help change Bangladesh for its betterment.  After a careful screening, the list was narrowed 

down to nine stories.  

Next, these nine stories were sent to the Graphics Department of The Daily Star where 

three dummy supplements were designed under the Changemakers banner by the graphics 

experts. Later, these dummy editions were shown to Mr. Mahfuz Anam, the Editor of The Daily 

Star. He approved the new project, Changemakers. 
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10.   Relating Theories in Real Life Work Experience 

When I declared a concentration in Media and Cultural Studies for my undergraduate 

program, I was taught several theories related to media. During my university years, initially, I 

could not draw a connection in terms of the application of these theories to the real world. 

However, eventually, when I began interning, I felt that the theories were making more sense to 

me. The experience of working first-hand in the media world made me connect the dots to the 

theories that I learnt in the course ENG 331: Introduction to Cultural Studies: Theory and 

Practice. These textual ideas are a mere reflection of the reality in the world of media. In this 

chapter, I will be drawing a parallel between the theories I learnt and my experience in the media 

world. 

The first part of this chapter will detail how Michelle Foucault’s take on ‘Panopticon’ and 

‘Gaze’ can be held true in case of the media industry. In the second part, I will discuss about my 

experience with Jean Baudrillard’s theory on images and reality. 

a. Panopticon and Gaze: 

The term ‘Panopticon’ was first coined by Jeremy Bentham. He was an English 

philosopher, jurist, and social reformer who was born in 1748 and died in 1832. Bentham 

published it as one of his works towards the end of the eighteenth century. Later, Michelle 

Foucault, a French philosopher, historian, social theorist, and literary critic, discussed Panopticon 

in the article titled “The Eye of Power.” 

Panopticon refers to an architectural structure that allows every single entity to be under 

surveillance by a supervisor. Panopticon arises from the idea of control. Hospitals, jails, schools 

and even houses are structured accordingly, to govern or control us. In the medieval times, 
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prisoners were held in dungeons in the dark. However, today, the best form of punishment is 

when criminals are always under supervision (for example – the architectural structure of the 

infamous Guantanamo Bay prison). Foucault also refers to a term ‘Gaze’ and describes it as “the 

technique of power used within the Panopticon” (154). Panopticon is designed in such a manner 

that it leads the Gaze to be interiorized within the subject under surveillance. It is the process 

through which every citizen in the society is under full control of the dominating powerful group, 

i.e. the state. 

In a jail, when Gaze is interiorized by the prisoners, they feel being watched every 

moment even without the presence of a watchman. Thus, this causes them to mend their behavior 

and stay sober, and civil. For the state, this is a way to avoid resistance from the citizens and 

keep law and order intact. Foucault says that power is decentered, and it is not fixed at any given 

point. Everyone is participating in power play. It runs like the capillary.  To keep this power in 

the favor of the state, the Gaze is interiorized among the citizens. To think one is being watched 

is the main form of control.  

We can consider religion to be a major Panopticon that interiorizes ‘God’s Gaze’ within 

subjects to control them. Similarly, in today’s world, the media can be considered as a tool of 

Panopticon. For example, when crime stories are published in The Daily Star, the readers are 

constantly reminded that no unlawful act is going unnoticed. It is reinforced within the minds of 

the citizens that their crimes are being recorded by the media, and is being published for the 

masses to read and know. So, ‘fear of getting caught’ is instilled within people, i.e. it instills fear 

in the majority and stop them from committing murder, rape, theft or likewise. For example, The 

Daily Star published a wide array of stories on The Rain Tree Hotel rape incident. On reading 

these news stories the citizens understood that most of the times even if a criminal belongs to a 
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rich family or has an influential background, he or she will not always be able to get away after 

committing a crime. The media leads to interriorization of ‘fear’ amongst the majority of the 

population. This helps keep the state stable and under control. The media reminds us that we 

need to follow law and order, or else, we would be caught and punished.  

On the other hand, the type of news reports covered by the media also influences the 

position of the state. For example, whenever the media chooses to report news stories that 

highlight the shortcomings of the state, the citizens of the country indulge in debates and the 

nation experiences unrest. The citizens of the nation question the authority. As a result, the state 

in turn tries to control the media to prevent resistance towards them. In contemporary times, the 

social media is acting as the Panopticon. This is because news can reach faster through the social 

media to anyone. They social media users can participate by expressing their opinions. Also, by 

the widespread use of social media, the citizens can judge which news to follow or believe and 

which to reject. Foucault mentions in the essay that Panopticon is a, “diabolic piece of machinery 

sparing no one” (158). The press media is no more the most powerful tool to control the citizens. 

The social media is employing the Gaze, i.e., the state is constantly reminded that the citizens are 

in the position to know what is happening. Also, any breaking news does not have to be received 

only through the print media. In current times, the social media is the number one source of 

receiving news as fast as possible. As a result, The Daily Star has launched a Facebook 

Messenger Bot in February, 2017. This app allows the readers to receive breaking news on their 

smartphones.        

While interning at the Star Weekend Magazine, one day, a co-worker asked me to write a 

diary-like short article on any issue. Since I had the liberty to choose any topic of my choice, I 

began writing on my perspective of the situation in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, and on how the 
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Bangladesh Army was being accused of torturing the indigenous people. Once I finished writing 

the article, I submitted it to my editor for proofreading. A few moments later, I was instantly met 

with anger and criticism. My editor was upset about the fact that I chose to write on an issue that 

might put The Daily Star in jeopardy. It was on that day that I learnt how the state had censored 

particular issues. 

So, the media (especially the social media) can play a diabolic role by either revealing 

issues that might upset the citizens, or it can be used to keep the citizens in the dark by choosing 

to not report certain issues. 

b. Images and Reality: 

Jean Baudrillard has been associated with the loss of the real. According to this major 

French post-modernism theorist, “[…] the modern media images fascinate us so much that it is 

not because they are sites of the production of meaning and representation […] but are actually 

sites of the disappearance of the meaning and representation” (194). Baudrillard suggested four 

stages through which the modern media images are creating an impression on our minds. 

In the first stage, the image represents a basic reality and portrays the truth. In the second 

stage, the image is modified a little and reality is masked. In the third stage, the image is able to 

hide a striking reality. Also, it makes us believe that it represents a certain idea, whereas in 

reality, it does not. Finally, in the fourth stage, the image is an abstract form to which the 

observers cannot make any sense using their schema or background knowledge. The observer 

cannot judge this piece of art or image. 
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While interning at the Star Weekend Magazine, I was once tasked to write a short note on 

a few photographs taken by our staff photographer. It was for the Shutter Stories panel. While 

looking at those images, I instantly recalled how Baudrillard explained modern media images. 

From the photograph of a flower stick and concrete buildings, I could relate it to the 

current architectural structure of Dhaka city. Here, the image depicts the truth. Reality is not lost 

from the image. This is the first stage of modern media images as suggested by Baudrillard.     

The other photograph shows crowds of purple petals lying above green leaves. By 

looking at the image, one realizes that a reality has been masked: the accumulated weight of the 

petals would not let them stay spread above the leaves in real life. This is the second stage of 

modern media images.     

In another, a flower tub is photographed above a floral-printed cloth on a floor. After 

looking at it, I found the image aesthetically pleasing. However, once I started thinking, I 

realized that the image did manage to hide a striking reality: we usually do not put cloths 

underneath a flower tub! This is the third stage.  

I was shown another image that was created by superimposing three other photographs. 

Here, I could see the impressions of a male being overshadowed by colorful, abstract, haphazard 

bursts. The image bears no relationship to any reality at all. In other words, hyper-reality is 

created. The image does not resemble reality. In hyper-reality, the very thin line between what is 

real and what is not is blurred. The image here is a representation of the fourth stage of modern 

media images as suggested by Baudrillard. 
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Finally, after analyzing all these variety of images, I had come up with the following 

quote: 

“There are moments when one needs to escape from the clutches of this concrete city and 

find themselves admiring nature- the sky, shadows, greenery and more. Once in a while, getting 

in touch with the inner-child always helps to fill in the inner-void.” 
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11.     A Personal Account 

Interning at The Daily Star helped me mold into an ‘active’, ‘alert’, and 

‘attentive’ journalist. I consider myself ‘active’ in terms of meeting deadlines and 

handing in work on time because I consciously push myself to finish the assignments I 

was responsible for. I was ‘alert’ in terms of being aware of the sources any news might 

generate from. I was also ‘attentive’ in terms of paying attention to even minute details in 

the news stories that I wrote. I also kept in mind that I had to cross-check facts so that I 

could present authentic news. 

I made two mistakes during the initial weeks of my internship: printing a wrong 

date in one article, and referring to a wrong photo in the other. Both of these incidents 

triggered into making me even more cautious about my work. I made a pledge to myself 

that I will not make the same mistakes again, and I did not.  

My supervisor, Ms. Elita Karim, acted as a great source of knowledge, experience 

and motivation. I also had the pressure of doing well in a course that I had taken along 

with the internship. My colleagues at the Star Weekend Magazine were very cooperative 

and welcoming. 
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12.     Special Achievement 

 On completion of my internship at The Daily Star, I was met with a surprise when my 
editor, Ms. Elita Karim, offered me to join her team as a trainee reporter. She had mentioned 
about me to the editor of The Daily Star, Mr. Mahfuz Anam, who gave the final nod. 

Below is a copy of the original contract between me and The Daily Star: 
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13.      Conclusion 

This report is focused on event reviews, interviews, features, experimental writing, 

editing, and page setup. It also focuses on my learnings while launching the brand new platform, 

Changemakers. Besides, different media related theories have been used to relate to my 

experience as an intern at The Daily Star. 

Interning at The Daily Star did not only provide me with the chance of putting my 

knowledge into practice, the whole experience also helped me evolve into a professional and 

responsible individual. I was allowed the opportunity to learn how to function as a team and to 

cooperate. I also learnt the importance of punctuality and mutual respect, and how important it is 

to maintain workplace ethics. Moreover, I felt honored when my contributions were published in 

The Daily Star. To be able to reach out to the masses through my publications gave me a sense of 

empowerment, and the zeal to choose journalism as my career.      
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